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Abstract. In this second part of our statistical study of the
mid-altitude cusp, we compare the cusp morphology, as seen
in the Cluster ion spectrometer (CIS), to the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) orientation. We first recall the method
we have used a) to define the cusp properties, b) to sort
IMF conditions or behaviour in classes, c) to determine the
proper time delay between the solar wind monitors and Cluster. Then, we define a few morphological features of the cusp
and we relate these to the prevailing IMF. Our results reveal,
among other things, that the occurrence of clearly dispersed
ion structures in the cusp is 48%. From these dispersions, we
infer the distance to reconnection site, which we relate to external conditions. In all other cases, the cusp exhibits a more
disturbed behaviour in terms of ion structures and fall in our
“discontinuous” or “irregular” categories. Among these, a
few interesting cases of discontinuous cusps occurring under
stable IMF conditions have been identified. They all occur
when the IMF is dominated by its Y-component, which plays
in principle in favour of anti-parallel reconnection but their
wide MLT and latitudinal distributions is a priori incompatible with the anti-parallel reconnection hypothesis solely.
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetopause, cusp,
and boundary layers; Magnetospheric configuration and dynamics; Solar wind-magnetosphere interactions)
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1

Introduction

Polar cusps are those regions of the magnetosphere where
the solar wind has direct access to the Earth’s environment.
One may consider them as a monitor of the solar windmagnetosphere coupling. Their location and dynamics gives
good indications on the connections between the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the solar wind on the one
hand, and Earth’s magnetic field and environment on the
other (Pitout et al., 2006b, referred to hereafter as paper 1).
In this paper, we aim to link the morphology of the cusp to
the state of coupling, and to relate our findings to the magnetic reconnection paradigm.
1.1

Cusp precipitation and velocity filter effect

There are many evidences showing that the cusp is on newly
opened field lines and that cusp particles have the same properties as those of the solar wind. Indeed the very first insitu observations of the cusp showed that it is populated by
heated magnetosheath particles (Heikkila and Winningham,
1971; Franck, 1971). The main physical process invoked to
explain the penetration of shocked solar wind plasma in the
Earth’s magnetosphere is magnetic reconnection.
A consequence of the reconnection process is the velocity
filter effect (Rosenbauer et al, 1975; Reiff et al., 1977; Burch
et al., 1982). Magnetosheath ions are injected at the reconnection site and precipitate along the cusp open field lines.
Those field lines move with the convection and the particles
flowing along them undergo a time of flight effect that is inversely proportional to their energy (the higher the energy,
the fastest the particle), resulting in energy dispersions. The
dispersion is controlled by the direction and magnitude of the
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convection and therefore, by the IMF orientation. Indeed,
there are clear cause-effect relationships between the orientation of the IMF and the dispersion observed in the cusp.
For southward IMF, as a newly opened field line moves poleward/tailward, the ion energy falls with increasing latitude
(Reiff et al., 1977). For northward IMF on the other hand,
the convection is directed towards the sun in the cusp region.
The cusp ion population exhibits then a reversed dispersion,
with energies increasing with latitude (Bosqued et al., 1985).
For a detailed view on cusp precipitation and dynamics, the
reader might want to read the review by Smith and Lockwood (1996).
Those cases could be tagged as text-book cases but in fact,
the cusp exhibits a variety of large-scale morphologies (from
nicely dispersed to highly disturbed) and of smaller scale features.
1.2

Cusp morphology in ion data

The footprints of dayside high-latitude magnetospheric regions have been extensively studied by Newell and coworkers using DMSP particle data (Newell and Meng, 1988;
Newell et al., 1991a, b; Newell and Meng, 1992). These
studies lead to a rigorous classification of each region and
their corresponding sources: cusp, mantle, low-latitude
boundary layer, etc. (Newell and Meng, 1988). From the
morphology point of view, Yamauchi and Lundin (1994) analyzed Viking data and came up with a classification of the
large- and meso-scale patterns of the energy-time dispersions
observed in the cusp. Several large-scale patterns were identified:
– The southward IMF pattern with its characteristic dispersion: energies decreasing with increasing latitudes.
– The northward IMF pattern, which exhibit a reverse ion
dispersion
– The three other classes gather the transient or unclear
cusps (called “weak IMF” type and stagnant cusps)
The large-scale patterns are considered as spatial dispersion
and therefore, they are supposed to give a good indication on
the direction of the IMF. We shall investigate whether this is
always true.
At smaller scale, i.e. within the main or large-scale dispersions, features are observed: stair-case ion structures or
“multiple entries” (e.g. Woch and Lundin, 1991; Escoubet
et al., 1992). It has always been a problem to determine
whether those smaller-scale ion structures observed by midaltitude satellites in the polar cusp were of temporal or spatial origin. The problem is not only an observational issue;
it has also great consequences on the physics of solar windmagnetosphere coupling. There have been pieces of evidence
that such features (staircase ion signature) were the manifestation of pulsed reconnection at the magnetopause (Lockwood et al., 1992; Escoubet et al., 1992). Yet, in some occaAnn. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009

sions, those features were not temporal but spatial and stable
(Trattner et al., 1999, 2002a, b). Let us note that these two
approaches are not necessarily incompatible (Němeček et al.,
2004). One the one hand, it has never been doubted that
pulsed reconnection and IMF/SW pressure changes could
create such features. On the other hand, it has been reported
that reconnection can take place at two different locations at
the magnetopause, in the same hemisphere or not, and generate spatial structures (Trattner et al., 2005).
1.3

Cusp for a By -dominated IMF: evidence for double
cusps

Even if the Z-component of the IMF does play a key role in
the reconnection process, the Y-component should not be neglected. In fact, the Y-component, apart from being responsible for the zonal dynamics of the cusp, plays an important
role in the reconnection process itself especially when the Zcomponent is weaker (than the Y-component). A strong IMF
By is thought, within the frame of anti-parallel reconnection,
to allow reconnection at the far dusk or dawn sides of the dayside magnetopause even under northward IMF, i.e. when the
possible reconnection site is confined to a small area. Moreover, the idea that reconnection can take place at both lowand high-latitude simultaneously was put forward by several
studies, interestingly based on different instruments.
Considering the classification of auroral forms by Sandholt et al. (1998a), the so-called type 1-aurora is associated
with subsolar reconnection. Type 1-auroras are observed at
typical cusp latitude for southward IMF (around 75◦ MLAT).
On the other hand, type 2-auroras due to lobe merging are located at higher latitudes and are consequently observed typically for northward IMF. However, cases of simultaneous
observations of type 1- and type 2-auroral forms have been
reported (Sandholt et al., 1998b, 2001). These so-called auroral bifurcations have been observed by all-sky cameras,
whose wide field of view makes it possible to observe the
whole dayside aurora display and dynamics over a large region of the ionosphere. Those observations suggest that the
reconnection process may take place in some particular circumstances simultaneously at the dayside magnetopause and
in the magnetospheric lobe.
Also from the ground, incoherent scatter radar data revealed that equatorward and poleward convection (indicative of dayside and lobe reconnection, respectively) occurred
along the same line of sight (radar pointing north) during a
period of By-dominated IMF, suggesting that reconnection
took place at low- and high-latitudes simultaneously (Pitout
et al., 2002).
Likewise, satellite particle data showed ion distribution
functions consistent with ion being injected equatorward of
the cusp for Northward IMF (Chandler et al., 1999; Fuselier
et al., 2000; Russell et al., 2000). When the solar wind dynamic pressure is high, it is thought that interplanetary magnetic field lines and Earth’s magnetosphere magnetic field
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1875/2009/
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lines may merge even without strict antiparallel conditions.
More recently, Pu et al. (2005) using Double Star data also
showed that component reconnection could operate at the
low-latitude magnetopause under northward IMF.
Wing et al. (2001, 2004) have reported observations of
double cusp crossings by DMSP satellites and have proposed
a model explaining those observations in term of low- and
high latitude merging occurring simultaneously. The model
predicts the existence of two cusps so to speak, one at high
latitude and another at lower latitude for a weak negative Zcomponent of the IMF and a strong Y-component. Within
the higher latitude cusp, originating from the high-latitude
magnetosheath, the E×B drift is thought to be strongly azimuthal and poleward, resulting in ion dispersion that looks
like a typical southward IMF dispersion. On the other hand,
the lower latitude cusp is thought to be located in a region of
weak azimuthal E×B drift. The lower latitude cusp appears
therefore dispersionless.
More recently, Pitout et al. (2006a) and Escoubet et
al. (2007) have studied cases of cusp crossings by the Cluster fleet. Both studied showed that two sources of magnetosheath particles may be seen in the data following an abrupt
rotation of the IMF. Consequently, we shall need to find out
whether double cusps only result from changes in the IMF
or whether, as Wing et al. (2001) suggested, they also occur
under steady IMF conditions.
1.4

Double cusps and reconnection hypotheses

Current discussions and on-going works are dealing with the
nature of magnetic reconnection but many questions are still
left unanswered. Do the IMF and the Earth’s magnetic field
have to be strictly anti-parallel to allow reconnection to occur (Crooker, 1979) or does component reconnection apply?
(Gonzalez and Mozer, 1974; Sonnerup, 1974). Both seem
to occur but can they operate simultaneously? If not, under what circumstances one is favoured over the other? The
study of double cusps will certainly enable us to find replies
because the two models, anti-parallel and component reconnection, predict different merging sites and therefore, different locations for double cusps.
As a first step, we aim in this paper at studying statically
cusp crossings by looking at our data set and trying to a)
find out how often discontinuous cusps occur and under what
solar wind/IMF conditions, b) identify potential double cusps
for future detailed study

2

Method and statistical criteria

In order to perform a statistical study of cusp crossings, we
need four basic elements: criteria for orbit selection, a few
criteria that will allow us to define and thus to identify the
cusp, a few typical cusp morphologies that will allow us to
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1875/2009/
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classify the cusp crossings, and the IMF orientation corresponding to each crossing.
2.1

Cusp location and orbit selection

The orbits selected for participation in this statistical study
are taken from twelve months. For each of the years 2001
through to 2004, we have studied 40 Cluster orbits from 1
July to 31 October. This period of each year was chosen
because the Cluster spacecraft are then orbiting at middle
altitude in the dayside magnetosphere between 16:00 and
08:00 MLT, respectively. As one of the goals of this study is
the identification of double cusps, we have deliberately taken
a wide MLT interval (±4 h on both sides of magnetic noon)
as reconnection sites leading to double cusps are expected to
be located far away from 12:00 MLT (under strong IMF-By ).
Out the 960 possible cusp crossings (40 orbits/year times 4
years times 2 hemispheres times 3 spacecraft), only 261 actual cusp crossings were identified (paper 1).
2.2

Cusp plasma properties

The criteria that we have used to define the cusp are based
on previous studies on cusp plasma at mid- or low-altitude
(Newell and Meng, 1988). Our study is based on measurements performed by the CIS ion spectrometer (Rème et al.,
2001) and the Flux Gate Magnetometer (Balogh et al., 2001)
on board the Cluster spacecraft (Escoubet et al., 2001). The
criteria are introduced in paper 1. They can be summarized
as follows:
– Density in the cusp equal or greater than that in the solar
wind.
– Energy flux Fi of precipitating cusp particles (a few
keV/e) greater or equal than 107 eV/cm2 -s-sr-eV.
– Energy flux Fi lower than 106 eV/cm2 -s-sr-eV for energies above 10 keV/e.
2.3

Morphological classification

The cusp at middle altitude indeed exhibits a great variety
of morphologies. The cusp crossings were grouped into four
classes (identified by visual inspection) as follows:
– Type 1: dispersed cusps. Those cusps exhibit the textbook velocity filter effect with high-energies at low latitudes and lower energies at high latitudes. Those cusps
are expected to occur under southward IMF when the
convection is anti-sunward. Figure 1 shows an example
of dispersed cusp measured by the HIA sensor on board
SC1 with, from top to bottom: an energy-time spectrogram, the ion density, and the three GSM components
of the ion velocity perpendicular to the local magnetic
field line (convection velocity).
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009
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Fig. 1. Example of dispersed cusp under Southward IMF. From
top to bottom: ion time-energy spectrogram, number density and
convection velocity in GSM from Cluster-CIS.

Fig. 2. Example of dispersed cusp under Northward IMF (reverse
dispersion). From top to bottom: ion time-energy spectrogram,
number density and convection velocity in GSM from Cluster-CIS.

– Type 2: reverse dispersed cusps. Those cusps show
dispersions with high-energy ions at high latitudes and
lower-energy ions at lower latitude. They are typically
expected for northward IMF (lobe reconnection) when
the convection is sunward in the cusp (Fig. 2).

distance between L1 and the dayside magnetosphere. When
necessary, we check this lag by comparing ACE data to either Geotail data when suitably positioned in the near-Earth
upstream solar wind or to ground instruments. Based on this,
we sort any given cusp crossing among four classes of IMF
behaviour:
a) Steady southward IMF during the whole cusp crossing.
b) Steady northward IMF during the whole cusp crossing.
c) Rotating IMF. This behaviour is chosen when one given
change in the IMF orientation is clearly identified as occurring during the cusp crossing and as being responsible for a
cusp discontinuity (presumably due to the motion of the latter).
d) Highly variable IMF. Some of the cusp crossings we
found occur under very variable IMF to such an extent that
we cannot isolate the IMF turning(s) responsible for the
change(s) in cusp morphology

– Type 3: discontinuous cusps. We define discontinuous
cusps as having at least two components in the ion spectrogram, among which at least one clear large-scale dispersion (Fig. 3). This category will particularly draw
our attention, as it is there that we expect cases of double cusps.
– Type 4: irregular cusps. We will consider a cusp crossing as irregular basically when it won’t fit in any other
categories. A priori, those cusps will be highly variable
and structured. We can foresee that they will occur under highly variable IMF (Fig. 4).
– Determining the prevailing IMF.
In order to have the applicable IMF for each crossing, we
have used the magnetic field instrument (MAG) and the solar
wind plasma instrument (SWE) on board the ACE spacecraft.
The propagation time from ACE to Cluster is first roughly
estimated by dividing the solar wind bulk velocity by the
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009

3

Statistics of cusp morphologies

Out of 261 cusp crossings, 100 exhibit a normal dispersion
(Type 1), 25 a reversed dispersion (Type 2), 62 are classified as discontinuous (Type 3) and 74 as irregular (Type 4).
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1875/2009/
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Fig. 3. Example of discontinuous cusp. From top to bottom: ion
time-energy spectrogram, number density and convection velocity
in GSM from Cluster-CIS.

Fig. 4. Example of irregular cusp. From top to bottom: ion timeenergy spectrogram, number density and convection velocity in
GSM from Cluster-CIS.

We have presented the results in Table 1, which shows for
each type, the number of occurrence corresponding to each
prevailing IMF conditions. We find the expected tendency:
type 1-cusps occur mainly under southward IMF, type 2 under northward IMF, type 3 under rotating IMF, and type 4
under variable IMF. In this section, we shall analyze these
results in more details.

Table 1. Statistics of the cusp morphologies and their corresponding IMF conditions.

3.1

Occurrence of dispersed and reversed cusps

It first appears that textbook cases of nicely dispersed ion
structures in the cusp expected for steady IMF, either southward or northward, do no represent a majority of cases. We
have found only 100 and 25 cases of them respectively out of
261 cusp crossings, which represent roughly 38% and 10%
of all the crossings respectively. This mainly reflects the behaviour of the IMF. It means that more or less half of the
time, the cusp was crossed while the IMF was steady. Indeed,
most of them (85 out of 100 and 23 out of 25) occur during a
steady IMF with the expected sign: negative for type 1- and
positive for type 2-cusps (Table 1).
Figure 5 shows the distribution of these crossings. The upper plot displays the clock angle corresponding to the type 1and 2-cusps (in red and blue respectively). Dispersed cusps
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1875/2009/

Cusp
type

All
IMF

Steady
south

Steady
north

Rotating

Variable

1
2
3
4

100
25
62
74

85
0
2
14

3
23
10
8

2
1
33
4

10
1
17
48

do occur under southward IMF while reversed cusps (type 2)
occur under northward IMF. The lower plot shows the cusp
crossings on a MLT-ILAT graph. Again, type 1- and type 2cusps are coloured in red and blue. The cusp is detected
mainly in an area between ∼73◦ and ∼806◦ ILAT and between 10:00 and 14:00 MLT. Thanks to the colours, we can
verify by eye a well-known result (e.g. paper 1): under southward IMF, the cusp is located (or moves to) lower latitudes
than under northward IMF.
Also, let us note that some cases of dispersed cusps occur
under variable IMF. Indeed, Table 1 shows 2 and 10 type-1
cusps were recorded while the IMF was rotating and variable
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009
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Fig. 5. IMF clock angles corresponding to type 1 and type 2 cusps
(top) and their projections into a MLAT-ILAT polar plot (bottom).

Fig. 6. Top panel shows the clock-angle of the IMF corresponding
of the observed discontinuous and irregular cusps occurring under
steady IMF. For those cusp crossings, the bottom panel shows the
satellite path projected on a MLT-ILAT diagram.

respectively. Likewise, one type-2 cusp occurred under rotating IMF and another occurred under variable IMF.
3.2

Occurrence of discontinuous and irregular cusps

Discontinuous and irregular cusps, as defined in Sect. 2.3,
are detected 62 and 74 times, representing 24% and 28% of
our samples, respectively.
Unsurprisingly, it appears that most of them correspond
to changes in IMF orientation. These consequently result
from a displacement of the cusp region and/or a change in
the reconnection regime. Indeed, irregular and discontinuous
cusps are, according to our results, mainly due to either an
identified IMF turning or occur under highly variable IMF:
33 out of 62 type-3 cusps correspond to a rotation of the IMF,
while 48 out of 74 type-4 cusps are detected when the IMF
is variable.
Table 1 shows cases of discontinuous and irregular cusps
(types 3 and 4) that occurred under stable IMF. Under stable
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009

IMF, we have 12 type-3 cusps (2 under southward and 10 under northward IMF) and 22 type-4 cusps (14 under southward
and 8 under northward IMF). These cases are of particular
interest for us, as they may be double cusps. We do not intend here to study them individually in details, we leave this
for later. Meanwhile, we can study under which IMF conditions those discontinuous cusps occurred and where they are
located.
The top panel of Fig. 6 shows the clock-angle of the IMF
corresponding to the observed discontinuous and irregular
cusps occurring under steady IMF. It appears clearly that all
these cases occur under dominant or substantial IMF-By . As
a matter of fact, there is one case that occurs under dominant
and positive Bz (clock angle: ∼−20◦ ). This case is under
investigation (Pitout et al., 2009).

www.ann-geophys.net/27/1875/2009/
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Apart from this latter case, all the other favour the antiparallel reconnection hypothesis that predicts the formation
of double cusp under dominating By . However, things get
somewhat less clear when one looks at the MLT at which
those discontinuous cusps are observed (bottom panel of
Fig. 6). As a matter of fact, they are not observed only early
in the morning sector or late in the afternoon sector, but at all
MLT.
A peculiar detail is that most of our cases correspond
to relatively high solar wind density (12 cm−3 on average)
whereas the corresponding dynamic pressure is not that high
(∼4 nPa on average).
3.3

Change of morphology following a rotation of the
IMF

In paper 1, we took advantage of the multipoint capability of
the Cluster mission to study the reactivity of the cusp when
the IMF rotates. We use the same principle here but to study
qualitatively the changes of morphology that follow a rotation of the IMF.
Figure 7 displays changes in morphology following
changes in the IMF. Each line shows the cusp type before
the change of IMF and morphology (if any). For instance, to
see the morphological evolution of type-1 cusps, one has to
look at the lowest horizontal line, labelled “Type 1”. Then,
each change is materialized by an arrow. Any given arrow
has the following properties:
– Its origin indicates the cusp morphology (as explained
above) and the value of Bz (horizontal axis in nT) before
the change in the IMF.
– Its horizontal component indicates the sign of the Bz
variation: Bz decreases if the arrow points towards the
left and increases if the arrow point towards the right.
The vertical component of the arrow indicates whether
the cusp changes morphology: upwards if the cusp morphology changes to an upper type (type 1 to type 3 for
instance) or downward if it changes to a lower type. A
horizontal arrow means that the cusp has undergone no
change in morphology.
– Its length is proportional to the variation in Bz .
– Its colour indicates the cusp type observed after the
change in the IMF (same colour coding as labels of Yaxis).
The top panel of Fig. 7 shows changes between two spacecraft crossing the same cusp whereas the bottom panel shows
changes between one spacecraft crossing the southern cusp
and a spacecraft (it may be the same) crossing the northern cusp. Obviously, only cases where the IMF was measured (i.e. steady or rotating IMF conditions) were considered, which limit considerably the number of data points.
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1875/2009/

Fig. 7. Change in the cusp morphology following an IMF rotation.
Each arrow has the following properties: (a) its origin shows the
morphology of the cusp and the IMF-Bz before the IMF change,
(b) its color indicates the morphology of the cusp after the IMF
change, (c) its direction point towards the morphological type after
the IMF change, (d) its length is proportional to 1Bz . The top panel
shows changes occurring during successive passes through the same
cusp while the bottom panel shows successive passes through the
southern and northern cusp (see explanations in paper 1).

In the top panel, we see that type 1- and type 2-cusps keep
their morphology if the Z-component of the IMF keeps its
sign. A type-1 cusp remains a type-1 if the Bz remains or
becomes more negative (horizontal red arrows on type-1 line)
and type-2 cusps remains type-2 when Bz remains positive
(horizontal blue arrows on type-2 line). However, the cusp
becomes discontinuous (type 3) or irregular (type 4) when
the IMF-Bz changes sign: all non-horizontal arrows starting
from type-1 and type-2 lines are green or purple. In other
words, the cusp does not pass directly from type-1 to type-2
(and vice versa) within the duration separating two satellites
passes (no blue arrows starting from the “type 1” line nor red
arrows starting from the “Type 2” line). This means that like
its width (paper 1), the cusp cannot fully reorganize itself
on large scales within ∼15 min following an IMF turning,
although we do know that the cusp reacts locally very fast
to a change in the IMF (Pitout et al., 2006a; Escoubet et al.,
2007). This also suggests that a discontinuous or irregular
cusp, possibly with a transient dual source of magnetosheath
plasma (Pitout et al., 2006a) is a necessary intermediate step.
Indeed, there are red and blue arrows starting from the type 3
and type 4 lines. This indicates that from a discontinuous
or irregular morphology, the cusp may become a type 1 if
the IMF remains or turns southward (red arrows towards the
left) or a type 2 if the IMF remains or turns northward (blue
arrows towards the left).
We do not obtain much information from the bottom panel
but still, we see one case of type 1-cusp becoming directly a
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009
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Let us note that this technique generally underestimates
the distance to the reconnection site (Lockwood and Smith,
1994). In our case, we have two main limitations. First,
we cannot select only zero pitch-angle ions for our calculation but ions having pitch-angles lower than 30◦ . Also, at
middle altitude, the motion of the spacecraft cannot be fully
neglected compared to the motion of the open-closed boundary and the convection (Lockwood and Smith, 1994). In fact,
there is another technique based on the analysis of the distribution functions of the injected and mirrored ions (Trattner
et al., 2004, and references therein) but it is far too heavy to
be performed on a large number of samples.
4.2

Fig. 8. Distance to reconnection site vs. Bz for type-1 and type2 cusp occurring under steady northward and southward IMF (top)
and vs. the solar wind dynamic pressure only for type-2 cusps occurring also under steady northward IMF (bottom). Empty/full circles
correspond to cusp in the Northern/Southern Hemisphere, respectively.

type 2-cusp. The time between the two satellite passes was
long enough (∼2 h) for the cusp to fully adjust.
4
4.1

Dispersion and distance to the reconnection site
Method

The idea in this section is to use the well-known time-offlight effect (Rosenbauer et al., 1975) and lower cut-off energy of the cusp ions (Lockwood and Smith, 1994; Lockwood, 1997) to estimate the distance along the magnetic field
lines between the satellite, where the cusp is detected, and
the reconnection site. The energy Ei of a given zero-pitch
angle ion of mass m as a function of the distance to the reconnection site distx and the time of flight ti −t0 , is given by
Lockwood (1995, 1997):


m distx 2
Ei =
2 ti − t0
One may eliminate m and t0 by taking two points a two different energies Ei or velocities vi (noting that Ei =1/2mv2i ).
The distance to the reconnection point or line (distX ) is then
given by the simple relation:
distX =

(t2 − t1 )
1
V2

−

1
V1

Our method consists in plotting the ion dispersion in a 1/V time spectrogram (where V is the velocity of precipitating
ions). The slope of the dispersion gives us directly an estimate of the distance to the reconnection site.
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009

Roles of IMF-Bz and solar wind pressure

The calculation of the distance to the reconnection site (distx )
is relatively easy as long as the ion dispersion is well defined.
We have worked out distX for the cusp crossings of type 1
and 2 occurring under steady IMF. The results are shown in
the top panel of Fig. 8, which displays distx as a function
of Bz . Empty/full circles are the cusp crossed in the Northern/Southern Hemisphere, respectively. For southward IMF
(cusp type 1), reconnection occurs between the two cusps
and thus, the distance to the reconnection site is expected to
be limited by the size of the dayside magnetosphere. Indeed,
it spans between a few RE (when the reconnection site is
very close to the exterior cusp) and about 20 RE when the
reconnection site is near the subsolar point or possibly in the
opposite hemisphere. Most of the values found are in fact in
the range 8–12 RE (Burch et al., 1982; Menietti and Burch,
1988; Lockwood and Smith, 1994). In contrast, values of
distx for northward IMF should not be limited by the size of
the magnetosphere; the reconnection site may be in principle far back in the tail. In practice, the right-hand side of the
top panel of Fig. 8 shows nominal values as high as ∼30 RE ,
with 4 points actually higher than that.
The size of the magnetosphere constitutes a limit for the
maximum distance between the reconnection site and a given
point in the cusp at a given altitude. Therefore, when the
magnetosphere is compressed by a strong solar wind pressure, one should observe smaller values of distx . While magnetic erosion will interfere with the compression of the magnetosphere for southward IMF (both magnetic erosion and
solar wind pressure contribute to the size of the dayside magnetosphere), northward IMF cases are more suitable to study
the possible effect of the compression of the magnetosphere
on the distance to the reconnection site. Bottom panel of
Fig. 8 shows distx as a function of the solar wind dynamic
pressure for cusps crossings occurring under northward and
stable IMF only. As previously, empty/filled dots represent
the cusp detected in the Northern/Southern Hemisphere respectively. Unfortunately, it is difficult to draw any conclusion with the low number of points we have.
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Fig. 9. Definition of the cone angle (φ).

4.3

Role of the cone angle of the IMF

Some hemispheric asymmetries in the solar wind magnetosphere coupling have been reported in the literature (Crooker
and Rich, 1993; Østgaard et al., 2005). Although it has been
shown that the tilt angle is dominant in determining the hemisphere where reconnection occurs first (Lavraud et al., 2005),
we would like to investigate the possible contribution of the
cone angle to asymmetries in morphology or in occurrence
for instance. Before doing so, let us define what we call the
IMF cone angle φ. As the latitudinal location of the reconnection site should ideally (without draping of the IMF lines
around the magnetosphere) depend on the sign of Bx , we
have chosen an angle, which changes sign with Bx such as
depicted in Fig. 9.
We have plotted in Fig. 10 the distance to the reconnection site distx versus the cone angle φ of the IMF as defined
above. In order to ease the visibility, we have split the type 1
(top) and type 2 cusps (bottom).
Let us start with the top panel of Fig. 10. All points correspond to “normal” time-energy dispersed cusps (decreasing energy with increasing latitude) so it is normal that they
are all (but one) observed under IMF whose cone angle are
above 90◦ in absolute value (i.e. southward IMF). There does
not seem to be any tendency in this panel. In fact, we do not
expect much asymmetry under southward IMF, the location
of the reconnection site being on the dayside magnetopause,
between the two cusps.
Cases occurring under northward IMF are shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 10. One can see a clear separation between cusps observed in the Northern Hemisphere (empty
circles) when φ and IMF-Bx are positive and cusps observed
in the Southern Hemisphere (filled circles) when φ and Bx
are negative. It is interesting to note that cusps observed under positive/negative cone angle are predominantly observed
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1875/2009/

Fig. 10. Distance to the reconnection site vs. cone angle for southward (top) and northward (bottom) IMF. Empty/full circles correspond to cusp in the Northern/Southern Hemisphere, respectively.

in the Southern/Northern Hemisphere, respectively, i.e. precisely in the hemisphere that is supposed to be first encountered by the IMF field lines.
Let us emphasize again that the statistics is quite poor so
all this should be investigated with a much larger number of
cusp crossings.

5
5.1

Discussions
Discontinuous and irregular cusps

Differences between discontinuous and irregular cusps under
steady IMF have been investigated. It was implicitly postulated at the start of this study that irregular cusp crossings
could not possibly result from stable spatial structures. Their
highly disturbed and variable nature was off-hand hardly
compatible with stable structures under stable IMF. Yet, there
exist cases of irregular cusps occurring under stable IMF (14
under southward IMF, and 8 under northward IMF). They
are very likely temporal structures due to pulsed reconnection. They might also come from an imprecise calculation of
the time required for the IMF to propagate from L1 to Cluster
(despite all the cautions).
Yet, interestingly enough, all discontinuous and irregular
cusps crossed under stable IMF actually occurred during periods of By -dominated IMF, as reported by several authors
(Sandholt et al., 2001; Wing et al., 2001, Pitout et al., 2002).
In the framework of anti-parallel reconnection, such conditions are thought to lead to a twisted X-line that encompasses
both the high-latitude dayside magnetopause equatorward of
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009
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the cusp and the lobe, poleward of the cusp and that yields a
double cusp (injection of magnetosheath particles both equatorward and poleward of the cusp).
5.2

Anti-parallel vs. component reconnection

We discuss in this section the possible implications of our
results on discontinuous cusps for the recurrent debate regarding anti-parallel versus component reconnection. On the
one hand, we have anti-parallel reconnection (Crooker, 1979)
which is thought to yield double cusps when the IMF is dominated by its Y-component. Reconnection is then a priori
favoured on the flanks of the magnetosphere, relatively far
away from magnetic noon (Sandholt et al., 2001). On the
other hand, we have component reconnection (Gonzales and
Mozer, 1974; Sonnerup, 1974) that basically allows reconnection to occur at both high- and low latitude whatever the
IMF direction.
Let us compare these predictions with our observations.
We saw in Fig. 6 that both discontinuous and irregular cusps
occur systematically under By -dominated IMF, which may
give credit to the anti-parallel reconnection hypothesis. But
this does not necessarily rule out component reconnection
because most cases observed are scattered around magnetic
noon and do not occur primarily early in the morning or late
in the afternoon, in terms of magnetic local time (bottom
of Fig. 6). That is not in favour of anti-parallel reconnection. A priori, only component reconnection could account
for this MLT distribution. In addition, we found in paper 1
that component reconnection is very likely to occur instead
of anti-parallel reconnection when By dominates. This was
also shown by Trattner et al. (2007).
5.3

Dispersionless cusp

In a preliminary version of this study, we had considered a
fifth cusp category that we had called “dispersionless cusps”.
It has to be noted that in their study, Yamauchi and Lundin
(1994) had also found what they called “stagnant cusps”. Interestingly enough, by increasing the constraints on our selection criteria, all the few dispersionless cusps we had previously identified turned out not to satisfy the criteria and were
therefore ruled out or fell into our type 2 category (reverse
dispersion).
Furthermore, one can wonder whether a dispersionless ion
population correspond to a physical process or is rather an
observational feature. Under southward IMF, cusp ions undergo a fast convection. Therefore, the velocity filter effect
should occur all the time. In fact, the absence of dispersion in
the cusp is very likely an observational feature. For instance,
if a satellite crosses the cusp perpendicular to the convection flow, instruments on board will not record any dispersion (Wing et al., 2001). On the other hand, under northward
IMF, the convection may be very slow. We have actually observed cusps that exhibit very poor reversed dispersion under
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1875–1886, 2009

these conditions, but there was always a hint of dispersion
at the poleward edge of the cusp, near the injection region.
Even if a dispersionless component was present equatorward
of the dispersed part, we classified those as reverse dispersed.
It turns out that the dispersionless parts also contained highenergy ions (above 10 keV/e) and were therefore considered
as LLBL (closed LLBL in fact), not cusp.
6

Conclusions

After having treated the dynamical aspect of the mid-altitude
polar cusp (paper 1), we have pursued our statistical study
using the same data base. We have analyzed in this paper
the large-scale morphology of the cusp with respect to the
IMF conditions. Apart from the expected results (dispersed
cusps occur under southward IMF and reversed cusp under
northward IMF), we have shown that:
– Nicely dispersed cusps represent about half of our observations only.
– Well defined discontinuities in the cusp structure are
most of the time due to discontinuities in the solar
wind/IMF.
– Yet, there are a number of discontinuous cusps occurring under stable external conditions when the IMF is
dominated by its Y-component. Their latitudinal distribution suggests that those cusps very likely result from
component reconnection.
Following the rotation of the IMF, we have shown that a discontinuous or irregular cusp, assumably with a dual source
of magnetosheath plasma, was often (always in our case) an
intermediate step from one type of dispersion to another.
More quantitatively, we have estimated the distance between the satellites and the reconnection site using the slope
of the dispersions. Although these estimates are very likely
underestimates, they support well the idea that the size of the
magnetosphere limits de facto this distance when reconnection between the two cusps occurs under Southward IMF. On
the other hand, for Northward IMF, reconnection in the lobe
is less constrained and higher distances are logically found.
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